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By Arthur Borden

University Press of America, United States, 2008. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English .
Brand New Book. Arthur Borden s A Better Country demonstrates why America was right to
confront Saddam Hussein. This book analyzes the public debate over Iraq to show how
partisanship has obscured the purposes of the war effort and promoted a mistaken image of
American power both domestically and abroad. A Better Country reminds us that, stretching back
to the presidency of Jimmy Carter and before, there had been a broad consensus over the
touchstone issues of Iraq, the Middle East and the unmentionable reality of oil-until political
argument became degraded by charges of betrayal and wholesale deception. Taking by turn the
key points of argument-from weapons of mass destruction and the inspectors to containment and
the imminence of the threat from aggressive Iraq-Borden argues that even the Administration
failed to present clearly the true nature of the security risks facing America. From George Bush and
Hans Blix to Meet the Press and The New York Times, this book provides a lively account of how
America-over its airways, through its newspapers and thus within its living rooms-argues out the
great issues of the day. Written by a...
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This kind of publication is every little thing and taught me to looking ahead of time and a lot more. It is packed with wisdom and knowledge Once you
begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Ida  Her m a n-- Ida  Her m a n

A high quality ebook as well as the typeface employed was exciting to read. It is actually loaded with wisdom and knowledge You wont sense monotony at
at any moment of the time (that's what catalogues are for concerning when you request me).
-- Decla n Wieg a nd-- Decla n Wieg a nd
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